To evaluate the dosimetric impact of respiratory breast motion and daily setup error on whole breast irradiation (WBI) using three irradiation techniques; conventional wedge (CW), field-in-field (FIF) and irregular surface compensator (ISC). WBI was planned for 16 breast cancer patients. The dose indices for evaluated clinical target volume (CTV evl ), lung, and body were evaluated. For the anterior-posterior (AP) respiratory motion and setup error of a single fraction, the isocenter was moved according to a sine function, and the dose indices were averaged over one period. Furthermore, the dose indices were weighted according to setup error frequencies that have a normal distribution to model systematic and random setup error for the entire treatment course. In all irradiation techniques, AP movement has a significant impact on dose distribution. CTV evl D 95 (the minimum relative dose that covers 95 % volume) and V 95 (the relative volume receiving 95 % of the prescribed dose) were observed to significantly decrease from the original ISC plan when simulated for the entire treatment course. In contrast, the D 95 , V 95 and dose homogeneity index did not significantly differ from those of the original plans for FIF and CW. With regard to lung dose, the effect of motion was very similar among all three techniques. The dosimetric impact of AP respiratory breast motion and setup error was largest for the ISC technique, and the second greatest effect was observed with the FIF technique. However, these variations are relatively small.
INTRODUCTION
Patients with early stage breast cancer are usually treated with a combination of conservative surgery and postoperative radiotherapy with or without systemic therapy. In such cases, whole breast irradiation (WBI) is standard care. From conventional radiotherapy principles, the hot spot regions, which receive a higher dose than prescribed, may have adverse effects [1] . Furthermore, recent randomized controlled trials have demonstrated that there is no difference in clinical outcome between conventional treatment with fractionated doses of 2.0 Gy and hypofractionated treatment with 2.66 Gy [2] . However, the high-dose regions which occur in hypofractionated treatment are likely to suffer more severe adverse effects due to the larger fractionated dose compared to the dose used in conventional treatment. Consequently, in patients receiving hypofractionated treatment it is important to deliver a homogenous dose distribution throughout the breast to minimize hot spots.
In conventional WBI, the two parallel-opposed wedged tangential irradiation technique (conventional wedge, CW) is widely used. However, this technique results in significant dose heterogeneity [3] . Therefore, new dose delivery techniques, such as forward-planning segmented intensitymodulated radiation therapy (IMRT) [3, 4] , electronic compensation, and IMRT [5] have been developed to improve dose uniformity.
Several studies on the dosimetric impact of respiratory motion and patient setup error have been performed in various ways. Some of these have discussed the dosimetric impact of respiratory motion on whole breast irradiation using breath-hold or four-dimensional computed tomography (CT) image sets [6] [7] [8] . They concluded that the planned dose based on CT images taken during a certain respiratory phase differed from the actual patient dose. However, the dosimetric impact of respiratory motion was clinically insignificant for the CW technique and segmental IMRT. In contrast, for dynamic IMRT, which delivers small discrete 'beamlets' or subfield intensity patterns, simulation results indicated that target dose coverage decreased when treatment was planned using endof-inspiration-phase image sets [7] .
Prabhakar et al. [9] have previously reported the dosimetric impact of setup error. They point out that the setup error in the isocenter should be kept strictly below 0.3 cm.
As summarized above, the effect of respiratory motion and setup errors on the actual delivered dose has been evaluated in previous studies. However, there has been no study taking both factors into account simultaneously. The purpose of our study was to evaluate the dosimetric impact of respiratory motion and daily setup error in patients using three different irradiation techniques: conventional wedge technique (CW), field-in-field (FIF), and irregular surface compensator (ISC). This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients
A total of 16 consecutive patients with early-stage breast cancer who received WBI were chosen for this study. Right breasts were treated in 8 patients and left breasts were treated in the other 8. For all patients, the prescribed dose was 50 Gy in 25 fractions.
All patients underwent helical CT under free-breathing conditions using a GE Highspeed RT scanner (GE Healthcare, Rydalmere, NSW, Australia) at 5.0 mm intervals to encompass both breasts and the entire thoracic cavity including both lungs.
A breast board (Bionix Radiation Therapy, Toledo, OH, USA) was used to immobilize patients in the supine position. A radio-opaque flexible marker was placed on the patient's midline.
Target volume and critical structure definition
CT image sets were transferred to the Eclipse treatment planning system (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA, USA) for contouring and treatment planning. The patient outline, clinical target volume (CTV), planning target volume (PTV) and whole lung were contoured on each CT slice. The CTV was defined as the entire breast tissue including glandular breast and surrounding soft tissue. The PTV was defined as the CTV plus an expansion of 5 mm in all directions except for the external skin surface. The lung volume was automatically generated using the autocontouring tool of the treatment planning system. The evaluated CTV (CTV evl ) was defined as the volume of the CTV enclosed by contours drawn 5 mm below the skin surface to eliminate the region of dose build-up [6] .
Planning
We performed treatment planning using two tangential fields for breast irradiation with three different techniques: CW, FIF and ISC.
For each patient, the same isocenter and gantry angle were used for each irradiation technique. All open tangential fields included a 1.5-2.0 cm flash beyond the patient skin surface to take the patient's breathing and setup error into account. A 4 MV photon beam was used for all tangential fields. The medial field border was defined along the radio-opaque flexible marker on the midline.
The planned dose was normalized to the dose at a point which was 0.5-2.0 cm superficial to the chest wall-lung interface. For each patient, this normalization point was set to the same location for all techniques and positioned so as not to be blocked by beam modifiers. Anisotropic Analytical Algorithm (ver. 8.6.14) [10] with inhomogeneity correction was used to calculate the dose for each plan.
Conventional wedge plan
For conventional wedge (CW) plan, the wedge angle and field weight were adjusted to evenly distribute hot spots in the medial, lateral and superficial regions.
Field-in-field plan
For field-in-field (FIF), we followed the procedures reported by Kestin et al. [3] . The monitor unit (MU) weights of the open radiation field and those of the subfields were adjusted to remove hot spots in each plan. Taking into account dose output stability, we selected subfields with more than 6 MU.
Irregular surface compensator plan
Irregular surface compensator (ISC), a type of electronic compensator, is a feature installed in Eclipse which enables improved dose homogeneity for irregular surface shapes. The X-ray fluence distribution required to produce an isodose surface perpendicular to the central axis at a specified depth is calculated by Eclipse and then delivered using a dynamic multileaf collimator (MLC). If the dose is not sufficiently homogenous, painting the fluence map can modify fluence distribution to achieve better dose homogeneity. The region enclosed by the 107 % isodose contours is erased by manual fluence painting. The fluence value of the superficial region is also applied in the flash region in order to ease MLC movement in the flash region.
Plan evaluation
A dose-volume histogram (DVH) analysis was performed for all regions of interest. The following dose indices were used to evaluate the plan quality where relative dose means the ratio of the received to the prescribed dose, and relative volume shows the fraction of the whole contoured volume of each region of interest.
(i) mean dose of CTV evl , (ii) CTV evl D 95; the minimum relative dose that covers 95% of the volume of the CTV evl [11] , (iii) CTV evl V 95; the relative volume of CTV evl that receives at least 95% of the prescribed dose [11] , (iv) CTV evl dose homogeneity index (DHI); this index represents the homogeneity of the dose in CTV evl . Several definitions of DHI have previously been proposed [12, 13] . Here this index, which was defined by Ding et al. [14] , is described as follows:
where D 20 
Dose variation by isocenter shift
Based on the CT image set of each patient, an 'original plan' was created using the usual clinical planning technique of our Institution. Our approach for the evaluation of dose variation was to shift the isocenter of each original plan in every direction and estimate the variation of each dose index with isocenter shift. Kinoshita et al. [16] published a report of their study on the 3D intrafractional motion of 17 Japanese breast cancer patients during tangential breast irradiation. In their study, the ranges of respiratory motion were 1.0 ± 0.6 mm, 1.3 ± 0.5 mm, and 2.6 ± 1.4 mm for the right-left, superiorinferior (SI), and anterior-posterior (AP) direction, respectively. Therefore, in our study, the isocenter of each plan was shifted by displacing the isocenter by 0.5 cm in all directions. Because the largest respiratory movement occurred in the AP direction as mentioned above, we also simulated dose variation by a 1.0 cm shift in this direction. These eight plans were defined as the 'isocenter-shift plan'. We employed the same MU number as the original plan to the isocenter-shift plan so as not to change any delivery conditions except for the isocenter position. Each dose index was obtained for all isocenter-shift plans.
Dose variation with respiratory motion and setup error in a single fraction
To analyze movement in the AP direction, the variation of dose indices caused by respiratory motion and setup error were calculated for a single fraction using the method described below.
First, the dose index was obtained as a function of the amount of isocenter shift from the isocenter-shift plans. Next, the average of the dose index throughout the respiratory cycle (P E ð Þ) was calculated using the assumption that the patient's respiratory cycle represented a sine curve in the AP direction. With a setup error E, this can be described as follows:
where A is the amplitude of respiratory movement, and T is the respiratory cycle. P is the dose index as a function of the amount of isocenter shift, which was obtained from the isocenter-shift plan. The amplitude A in the AP direction used in this study was 0.3 cm based on the study by Kinoshita et al. [16] . P E ð Þ was simulated with setup errors of −0.5, −0.3, 0.0, 0.3 and 0.5 cm, where negative and positive signs indicate the posterior and anterior direction, respectively.
Dose variation by respiratory motion and setup error in entire treatment course
Assuming that daily setup error has a normal distribution for systematic and random error, the dose indices after all fractions (P) are calculated using PðEÞ, as follows;
where N M;S ðEÞ is the normal distribution function of the systematic setup error E. M indicates the overall mean error and Σ is the standard deviation (SD) of systematic setup error. The normal distribution function of the random setup error e is defined as N s ðeÞ where σ is the SD of the random setup error [17] . Topolnjak et al. [18] studied setup error from measurements with cone-beam CT in breast treatments and reported that parameters for setup errors in the AP direction were M = 2.0 mm, Σ = 2.5 mm and σ = 2.6 mm. We adopted these values in our analysis.
Statistical analysis
All patient data were used in the statistical calculation. Student's t-test or Welch's t-test (two-tailed) was applied to compare each dose index between irradiation techniques and to investigate the effects of respiratory motion and setup error (i.e. comparing the dose indices on original and isocenter-shift plans, PðEÞ and P). A P value of ≤0.05 was considered statistically significant. Table 1 summarizes the mean value and 1 SD of each dose index obtained from the original plan.
RESULTS
Plan evaluation
The value of the mean dose relative to the prescribed dose was 102.0% for CW, 100.2% for FIF and 100.3% for ISC. Due to the large hot spot region in CTV evl , which was indicated by the body V 105 , the mean dose of CTV evl in the CW plan was slightly higher than the other techniques.
D 95 s were 97.6% for CW, 95.8% for FIF and 97.3% for ISC. Although the D 95 s and V 95 s did not differ significantly between CW and ISC, those of FIF were statistically lower than the other techniques. This was because the widths of FIF sub-fields were narrow in the superiorinferior direction, and therefore the dose coverage on the superior and inferior target volume was slightly degraded. For the same reason, the DHI of the CTV evl for the FIF technique was slightly larger than for the ISC technique.
The body V 105 , including CTV evl and other structures, in the CW technique showed significantly larger values than in the FIF or ISC techniques. The reason was that the physical wedge was a one-dimension dose compensator, and it cannot compensate the dose sufficiently in the superiorinferior direction. Consequently, the DHI of the CTV evl was largest for the CW technique.
The lung V 20 showed no significant difference between the three techniques. Table 2 shows the dose indices for CTV evl , lung and body with isocenter shift in the lateral and SI directions. For all techniques, isocenter shifts of 0.5 cm along these axes showed no significant variation from the original plans for most of the indices. However, for the lateral shift in ISC, which indicates a lateral shift away from the midline, V 95 significantly decreased from 99.2% to 96.9% and D 95 also decreased from 97.3% to 96.0%. The reason is that if a patient shifts away from the midline, the target moves into the flash region (see Fig. 1 ), where the fluence intensity is small to ensure a smooth movement of MLC, and not sufficient to give the prescribed dose to the target.
Dose variation by isocenter shift
The change in each dose index with isocenter movement in the AP direction is shown in Table 3 . For the FIF and ISC techniques, there were significant differences in the mean dose and DHI even for a 0.5-cm isocenter shift. Regarding the DHI and V 95 of the ISC technique, all isocenter shifts in the AP direction resulted in a significant difference from their values in the original plan. In contrast, for CW, a significant difference was found only in V 95 of the CTV evl from 98.8% to 95.8%, when the isocenter was shifted 1.0 cm to the anterior, i.e. the patient shifted in the posterior direction.
For V 20 of the entire lung, shifting the isocenter in the AP direction resulted in a change of about 4% from the original plan in all three techniques. For the anterior isocenter shifts, body V 105 for the FIF and ISC techniques increased significantly from the original plan value. In contrast, CW caused no changes in body V 105 with AP movement.
Dose variation with respiratory motion and setup error in a single fraction Table 4 shows the dose indices, taking respiratory motion into account for a single fraction treatment (PðEÞ). Because we confirmed that the dose indices were unaffected by isocenter shifts in the lateral and SI directions (Table 2) , both respiratory motion and setup error were considered only in the AP direction for the dose index calculations.
When only respiratory motion was taken into consideration, as in the simulation with zero setup error, only V 95 of ISC changed significantly from 99.2% ± 1.1% to 97.7% ± 1.8%. Furthermore, when E = ± 0.5 cm was adopted for ISC, significant variations of dose indices from the original plan were observed for D 95 , V 95 , DHI and whole body V 105 . In the case of FIF, DHI and whole body V 105 differed from the original plan.
There were no significant changes in the dose indices of CTV evl , even when setup errors of 0.5 cm were applied for CW planning.
Regarding the lung, for all irradiation techniques, V 20 tended to decrease as posterior setup error increased, and increase with increasing anterior setup error. In addition, the variations of lung V 20 were almost the same for all techniques. The V 20 decreased by 1.8% with 0.5-cm setup error in the posterior direction, and increased by 2.0% in the anterior direction.
Dose variation by respiratory motion and setup error in the entire treatment course Table 5 demonstrates the dose indices of all treatment fractions considering respiratory motion and setup error (P). Although the original plans always degrade with respiratory motion and setup error, the sizes of the dose index variations are smaller than the results of single fraction simulation. Significant degradation of 2.1%, 5.8%, 0.8% and 6.41 cm 3 were observed for CTV evl D 95 , V 95 , DHI and whole body V 105 , respectively in ISC. While ISC produced better dose indices than FIF in the original plans, the difference of P between ISC and FIF was not significant under our simulations.
DISCUSSION
Patient respiratory breast motion and setup error modeling
In this study, we investigated the dosimetric impact of respiratory breast motion and daily setup error using CT data sets of Asian patients. The mean CTV volume for the 16 patients studied was 433.5 ± 142.7 cm 3 (range, 174.8-710.5 cm 3 ). In our study, CTV volumes in whole breast irradiation differ by more than 35% compared to other reports [8, 19] .
It has been reported that anterior chest wall respiratory movements are 0.2-0.8 cm in Caucasian and African individuals [6, 8, 20] . Meanwhile, Kinoshita et al. [16] reported that the amplitude of respiratory breast motion in Asian patients was 0.3 cm in the AP direction. The respiratory movement of Asian breast patients is thus almost 1/3 of the results reported from the United States. Therefore, comparing Asian and American patients is worthwhile because not only does the extent of variation in breast volume differ, but there is a large difference in the respiratory motions.
Dose variation with respiratory motion and setup error in a single fraction
The dose indices of CTV evl are degraded in ISC and FIF simulations where the setup error increases. For ISC in particular, the target dose coverage was sensitive to the setup error in the anterior direction. This is because the CTV moves into the flash region of the radiation field. As shown in Fig. 1 , the radiation fluence in the flash region is adjusted to be lower than the CTV region in our Institution because the MLC speed would reach the limit if the flash region had the same fluence in the CTV region. This is why ISC is sensitive to patient movement in the anterior direction. In contrast to ISC, FIF has an insignificant impact on the target dose coverage of CTV evl D 95 and V 95 , as shown in Table 3 . This is because about 90% of the prescribed dose is delivered with open fields. The CW technique is less sensitive to respiratory and setup movement, as shown in Table 4 , because all MU are delivered only through the open field. These results are consistent with Cao and Vicini's results [7, 21] .
In all three techniques, the setup error in the posterior direction significantly affected the lung V 20 , as well as target coverage. This is because the overlap between tangential fields and the lung becomes smaller, if the patient moves in a posterior direction.
Dose variation with respiratory motion and setup error in the entire treatment course
The main purpose of this study was to estimate the dosimetric impact of respiratory breast motion and daily setup error on target coverage and normal tissue dose over the entire treatment course. Thus, we calculated the dose indices, considering the effect of respiratory motion throughout the entire course of treatments (P) by weighting the normally-distributed frequencies for systematic and random setup errors.
We found that P for ISC showed the largest variation in target coverage and DHI from the original plan. However, the present study suggested that ISC and FIF could achieve the same degree of target coverage and dose uniformity for actual patients, taking into consideration the effects of respiratory motion and setup error (Table 5 ). The dose distribution obtained with the CW technique is less sensitive to patient position displacement compared to FIF and ISC. However, it is known that the dose inhomogeneities that occur when using the standard wedge technique for WBI results in a significant increase in acute and chronic toxicity compared to IMRT [22] . Therefore, in terms of the grade and frequency of expected adverse effects, a patient-specific compensation technique, such as FIF or ISC could reduce toxicity and benefit the patient. Moreover, FIF and ISC would be suitable for hypofractionated treatment, a technique that requires a more homogenous dose distribution than conventional fractionation. In this study, we have shown that FIF and ISC irradiation techniques in WBI are more sensitive to respiratory breast motion and setup error than the CW technique. However, the dosimetric impacts of breast motions and daily setup errors for FIF and ISC in the whole fraction are relatively small and thus clinically acceptable.
We did not consider beam-on timing with respect to the respiratory phase. With regard to this point, Ding et al. [14] reported that target dose coverage and uniformity is more sensitive to radiation beam-on timing for respiratory motion with a cycle of longer than 6 s and an amplitude larger than 7 mm. In this study, the respiratory cycle was not considered to be a long respiratory cycle. Furthermore, it is rare for Asian patients to exhibit respiration amplitudes larger than 7 mm [16] . Thus, the parameters used in our simulation are reasonable for evaluating the effect of respiratory motion in this population.
Van Mourik et al. [23] evaluated the effects of setup errors and shape changes on breast radiation therapy. They concluded that the influences of patient and breast errors on the dose distributions are dependent on the irradiation techniques for the WBI plans. Therefore, the effect of breast shape changes during treatment should be investigated in more detail. In addition to that, we should investigate dosimetric effects of the lung expansion and contraction, and changing the separation between the breast and heart due to respiratory motion in our future work.
When using any irradiation techniques for WBI, it should be noted that the dose distributions calculated using a treatment planning system with 3D CT image data sets, defined as the original plan in this study, are not always the same as the dose distributions of actual patients due to the existence of respiratory motion and setup errors.
CONCLUSION
In this study, we evaluated the dosimetric impact of respiratory motion and setup error on whole breast tangential irradiation by numerical simulation. We found that the dosimetric impact of AP respiratory breast motion and setup error was largest on ISC, and the averaging variations of CTV evl V 95 were about 6.0%. The second largest dosimetric effect was observed in the FIF technique. However, the deviation of target dose coverage from the original plan for ISC and FIF are relatively small, and hot spot regions represented by body V 105 are significantly reduced by ISC and FIF compared to the CW technique.
